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A modular control interface and simulated virtual reality environment was 
designed and created in order to determine how the kinematic architecture of a control 
interface affects minimally invasive surgery. A user is able to selectively determine how 
many, the type, and location of degrees of freedom they require for the specific surgical 
simulation through the use of modular joints and constraint components. Furthermore, 
passive locking was designed and implemented through the use of inflated latex tubing 
around rotational degree of freedom joints. It is believed these features will have the 
ability to effectively simulate a variety of surgical simulations and thus improve surgical 
skills. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
As teleoperated robots become more advanced, incorporating more degrees of 
freedom, the control interface (typically a joystick) also becomes harder to manipulate. 
The objective of the research carried out for this thesis is twofold: to develop a multi-
degree of freedom joystick, which allows for the impact of control interfaces on surgical 
performance to be determined, and to begin to address optimal surgical joystick design 
and use for common surgical procedures. This will be accomplished by designing and 
manufacturing a modular joystick which can be altered to suit various common surgical 
tasks. A virtual reality (VR) interface will also be created which allows for the joystick to 
be used for real-time evaluation purposes. Furthermore, the joystick and VR environment 
will also allow for surgical students to become more proficient at common surgical skills 
tasks such as object transfer, by giving them a platform on which to develop their surgical 
skills.  
Often the design of the robot is the primary objective in a project, and the control 
interface (e.g., joystick, exoskeleton, etc.) is a later addition. However, more care needs 
to be taken to avoid overly complicated and hard to use interfaces to insure optimal 
surgical performance. This thesis will develop a platform where these barriers can be 
further understood and improved upon. 
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Chapter 2 Background   
Virtual Reality 
Virtual reality based surgical training has recently become popular due to the 
ability to realistically simulate actual surgical environments and improve surgical skills 
(Mukherjee M, 2009), (Suh IH, 2009). However, the roots of VR can be traced back to 
the 1860s with the appearance of 360-degree panoramic art. For example, the Villa 
Farnesina, by Baldassare Peruzzi, created a scene which brings about the illusion of an 
open air terrace overlooking a continuous landscape seen through several pillars. 
Morton Heilig is referred to as the “Father of Virtual Reality” due to his vision 
and design of a so-called Sensorama Machine in 1962 (Travel). He was able to take 
advantage of more than solely the sense of sight. His Sensorama apparatus was created to 
“stimulate the senses of an individual to simulate an actual experience realistically.” 
Heilig's patent lists the Sensorama as a device which could be used as a learning aid for 
teachers, armed services, and industry workers. It was meant to facilitate learning on the 
battlefield without putting instructors in harm’s way, relieve overburdened teachers, and 
keep industry worker instructors out of potentially harmful or hazardous instructional 
environments (potentially related to repeated-use injury). It simulated these tasks by 
utilizing stereoscopic 3-D images, stereo sound, wind, aromas, and seat vibrations. 
Unfortunately, Heilig was unable to obtain enough funding to continue his pursuit of 
virtual reality.  
The application of virtual reality to surgical training is now becoming a common 
occurrence. Currently, surgeons and future surgeons are able to take advantage of virtual 
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reality to improve their surgical skills. VR based surgical procedures can be practiced by 
using a system such as LapSim (Surgical Science, Inc., Stockholm, Sweden).  The 
LapSim® (Figure 2.1) is a VR based device which allows for the development and 
refinement of laparoscopic skills using two basic virtual laparoscopic tools. This device is 
acceptable for practicing surgical procedures with standard laparoscopic tools, but it is 
currently unable to accommodate other non-standard surgical tools. 
 
Figure 2.1: Surgical Science Inc.'s LapSim 
Dr. Ka-Chun Siu, of the University of Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC) in 
Omaha, Nebraska, has created a virtual reality environment for analyzing if skills learned 
in a VR environment are transferable to real world surgical tasks using Webots 
(Cyberbotics, Ltd., Lausanne, Switzerland), a development program used to model, 
program, and simulate robots and their environments. Surgical task data from the virtual 
environment were then compared with data obtained using the same surgical tasks with a 
state of the art surgical joystick from Intuitive Surgical, Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA) (Suh IH, 
2009). Dr. Siu’s team found the performance of surgical skills in both the virtual and 
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actual environment to be consistent, thus supporting the argument that VR based 
environments are effective for developing surgical skills. 
Control Interfaces 
Sensable Group (Wilmington, MA), a subdivision of Geomagic, Inc., filed for its 
first haptic device patent in 1993 (Figure 2.2). This patent refers to a thimble, connected 
to a linkage, which interfaces with the user's body to physically exchange a force with the 
user. This patent would serve as the premise for the popular Omni haptic device - a six-
degree of freedom device comprising X, Y, Z Cartesian position coordinates and three 
rotational motions (yaw, pitch, and roll).  
 
Figure 2.2: Sensable Group's Force Reflecting Haptic Interface Patent (5,625,576) 
(Thomas H. Massie, 1997) 
The Sensable™ PHANTOM Omni® haptic device allows for users to visually 
“touch and manipulate objects” in real-time for less than $2,500. This sense of touch 
combined with a visual real-time interface allows for users to accurately and quickly 
assess and react in virtual environments. As it pertains to this thesis, this interface allows 
for surgeons to realistically train and learn surgical skills needed in increasingly common 
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surgical procedures done robotically through a haptic interface. Currently, it is common 
to see surgical research groups use Sensable™ PHANTOM® haptic devices to perform 
surgical tasks. For example, under a group headed by Dr. Shane Farritor at the University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, two PHANTOM Omni® haptic devices are used to control a four-
degree of freedom in vivo surgical robot used for Laparoendoscopic Single-Site Surgery 
(LESS) (Wortman, 2011). Also, another surgical research group at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, under the supervision of Dr. Carl Nelson, has used PHANTOM 
Omni® devices to control a spherical serial mechanism having a remote center of rotation 
driven through a compact bevel-geared system, referred to as CoBRASurge (Zhang, 
2008). This is a surgical robotic positioning mechanism with three rotational and one 
translation degrees of freedom meant to provide a reliable robotic system for a fraction of 
the price and size of other more common systems like the da Vinci Surgical System. A 
third example of PHANTOM Omni® haptic device implementation again comes from 
Dr. Ka-Chun Siu from UNMC (Figure 2.3). His team created a custom end effector 
prototype, which mimics that of the da Vinci Surgical System, and added this to a 
PHANTOM Omni® haptic device (Sun, 2010). This system allows for real-time 
operation data, such as spatial position, velocity, and acceleration to be obtained and 
analyzed for surgical skills performance. 
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Figure 2.3: SensAble™ PHANTOM Omni® haptic device modified by Dr. Ka-Chun 
Siu of the University of Nebraska Medical Center 
The commonly used PHANTOM Omni® haptic device does not self-clutch (lock 
its position) in its full set of degrees of freedom (DOF), and its kinematic architecture 
does not replicate the specific kinematic constraints of minimally invasive surgery (MIS) 
without extensive software programming and knowledge.  
Another excellent training interface originates from Intuitive Surgical. They have 
created the da Vinci Surgical System - a surgical system used to complete various 
laparoscopic surgeries which can also be used for refining surgical skills. Instead of using 
the device on living patients, skills such as cutting, suturing, and knot tying can be 
practiced using suture blocks, peg-transfer kits, gauze pads, and replicated organs. 
Whether the surgeon is actually performing a procedure on a living patient or a gauze 
pad, they both seem virtual because the surgeon uses a 3D vision system at a remote 
location. The surgeon sits with his/her head inside a headrest through which a viewport 
provides visualization of actual surgical instruments from the laparoscopic camera. The 
interface provides real-time feedback of the surgical tools controlled by the joysticks they 
are operating (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4: da Vinci Surgical System (
©
[2012] Intuitive Surgical, Inc.) 
This device is extremely easy to use and accurate; however, these benefits come at a 
minimum cost of $1.3 million. This is obviously very costly for potential surgeons to 
practice with, and this limits the availability of training; it also does not address manual 
laparoscopic skills (training is specific to the robotic system).  Furthermore, the device 
can require regular costly maintenance and is relatively expensive to fix and keep 
operational. 
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Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery 
 
Figure 2.5: FLS Trainer Box 
The Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) is a web-based program for 
surgical residents, fellows, and practicing physicians which provides the opportunity for 
learning basic surgical skills in order to perform laparoscopic surgery. These skills serve 
as a basis for every surgeon performing laparoscopic procedures such as suture tying, 
efficient cutting practices, and effective grasping and manipulation of tissue. A simulator 
or trainer box (Figure 2.5) can be purchased alongside the course material so the surgical 
residents and fellows can practice the course material with the curriculum.  By using the 
curriculum trainer box, quantifiable measurements of manual skill performance and 
knowledge can be obtained. The Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery Program is 
currently the state of the art for assessing laparoscopic performance.  Therefore, another 
goal of this thesis is to integrate the control interface (joystick) and the virtual 
environment to act similarly to the FLS curriculum and trainer box. Virtual simulations 
are more easily accessed and used than non-virtual simulated tasks. Often, non-virtual 
machines can be bulky, costly, and not robust. Virtual machines typically have a smaller 
physical footprint and can simulate an unlimited variety of realistic surgical tasks. Lastly, 
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VR simulations are as effective as non-VR devices based upon the data gathered by many 
such as Dr. Ka-Chun Siu (as cited previously). 
After looking at the popular PHANTOM Omni haptic device and the da Vinci 
Surgery System, it was determined the goal of this thesis would be to develop a modular 
joystick which can be customized to suit a variety of surgical simulations, incorporate 
self-clutching, and provide the same functions as other current state-of-the-art surgical 
joysticks, while doing so in a compact and cost effective fashion. Furthermore, the device 
will allow for the development of FLS skills needed to become a successful surgeon. 
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Chapter 3 Conceptual Design 
Overview  
 Real-time video based laparoscopic telesurgeries have increasingly become 
prevalent over the last two decades. This video based technique is widely used by many 
different types of practicing surgeons, for example: general, urologic, gynecologic, and 
thoracic. Since these surgeries are increasingly becoming more conventional, teaching the 
skills needed for these surgeries to future surgeons is of increasing importance. Surgical 
procedures cannot easily be practiced on human or porcine models due to cost, ethics, 
portability, and safety of the patient and surgeon. Therefore, there is a vast need for a 
method of efficient and effective surgical skills practice. 
Several studies have proven the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery 
certification as a reliable and valid method for developing the basic skills needed for 
laparoscopic surgery. The Surgical Simulation Skills Laboratory in Detroit, Michigan 
completed a study of 16 participants and found users were able to retain skills learned 
from performance tests and decrease post versus pre task completion times (TCTs). For 
those who used a VR simulator, it was found that “significant skill retention remained at 
7-8 months. Early training will enable (new surgical residents) to maintain or elevate skill 
levels with additional training sessions” (Fried, 2010). Another study by the Steinberg-
Bernstein Centre for Minimally Invasive Surgery and Innovation (McGill University, 
Montreal, QC, Canada) studied 16 junior residents who underwent baseline FLS testing 
and then were assessed in the operating room (OR) to see if the FLS simulator would 
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directly improve performance in the OR. It was found that the group which practiced on 
the virtual training box performed two to three times better in the OR in depth of 
perception, bimanual dexterity, efficiency, tissue handling, and autonomy versus the 
group which did not use the system (Bouwman, 2010). These are just a few examples 
which show a high correlation between FLS training and the development and retention 
of surgical skills needed for performing successful surgeries in the OR. Therefore, 
increased use of virtual surgical skills training should allow for improved performance in 
the operating room. 
Design Concepts 
 
          
Figure 3.1: Novint Technologies, Inc. Falcon Touch Controller (top) and Sensable 
Group Haptic Devices (bottom) 
 The design process started by researching commonly used joysticks for surgeries 
or virtual reality surgical simulations.  Novint Technologies, Inc. (Albuquerque, New 
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Mexico) has created a 3 DOF touch controller which offers haptic feedback for 
competitive gaming and those interested in experiencing surgical procedures (Figure 3.1- 
top). Sensable Group offers several devices (Figure 3.1- bottom) which are commonly 
used for VR related tasks, including the PHANTOM Omni® haptic device, which is 
perhaps most widely used. Other commonly used devices are modified versions of the 
Sensable haptic devices. As mentioned previously, the University of Nebraska Medical 
Center substituted a custom master input stylus, which functioned as a da Vinci Surgical 
System input device, onto a PHANTOM Omni®. This modification enabled surgeons to 
realistically practice and enhance their surgical skills in a virtual reality environment with 
more ease than by solely using a large, costly, and not always available da Vinci robot 
without a virtual environment. However, it also forced the surgeons to use an interface 
which may or may not be suited for their intended surgery. It also did not allow self-
clutching of its full set of degrees of freedom either. Therefore, it was decided that a 
novel interface needed to be designed and manufactured which would allow surgeons to 
effectively perform standard surgical tasks without the drawbacks of the current available 
devices (e.g., PHANTOM Omni®). Furthermore, the novel design would enable the 
determination of the optimal configuration of degrees of freedom needed to perform 
specific surgical tasks. 
Design Process 
The joystick design process was initialized by enumerating  and evaluating 
possible kinematic configurations of a useful joystick while keeping in mind a minimum 
six degrees of freedom should be used (same number as the PHANTOM Omni®, 
representing full spatial mobility without redundancy). Also, another goal was to create 
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15 individual designs for testing. 
 
Figure 3.2: Example Sketch Defined 
Sketches were created showing possible joysticks in Cartesian and spherical 
coordinate systems, and then they were assessed by how easily the resultant surgical tool 
end effector could be rotated and positioned in typical surgical task motions. An example 
sketch is seen in Figure 3.2 with an exploded and assembly view. More constraints were 
needed to narrow down the list of possibilities; therefore the types of degrees of freedom 
considered for implementation were decided as either revolute or prismatic since 
spherical joints would be difficult and costly to manufacture, and joint encoders do not 
commonly exist for this type of joint. By keeping in mind each of the six degrees of 
freedom would either be revolute or prismatic, 2
6
 possibilities existed, or 64 total.  
 Next, combinations of the Euler angles - yaw, pitch, and roll orientations - were 
sketched for potential joysticks (Figure 3.3). Each of the coordinate frames (X,Y,Z) 
moves with the link as it rotates. These three elemental rotations show the possible ways 
in which a link can rotate or can describe any orientation in 3 dimensional space.  
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Figure 3.3: Yaw, Pitch, and Roll Orientations for Potential Joystick Configuration 
While these orientations gave insight into what revolute degrees of freedom 
would be valuable for a final design, still too many uncertainties were left.  Therefore, 
more constraints to the system were required. To narrow down the possibilities further, 
current state of the art surgical devices were revisited (PHANTOM Omni® and Falcon). 
Both of these devices use revolute degrees of freedom to accomplish their intended task; 
therefore, revolute joints would be considered first.  
 Six different potential joysticks were drawn next; all designed included six 
degrees of freedom, but included from one to six separate centers of rotation (Figure 3.4). 
 
Figure 3.4: Possible Joysticks Degree of Freedom Configurations 
It became apparent that a compromise regarding the number of centers of rotation needed 
to be reached. While six centers of rotation are easier to constrain, provide more modular 
links, and are easier to measure, a single center of rotation design is more compact and 
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thus much less cumbersome to control. 3Dconnexion (Boston, MA) has created a very 
compact and easy to use 3D mouse with six DOF; however, it is very difficult to 
physically constrain (Figure 3.5). Simplicity and size in an interface are important, but 
the device must have the ability to be constrained as well. 
 
Figure 3.5: 3Dconnexion's SpaceNavigator Six-DOF Mouse 
A further limitation was applied by observation: a revolute joint which allows the 
end effector to rotate around its primary axis was deemed necessary (stylus roll 
orientation) as was a tool depth translation (prismatic DOF - similar to tool insertion 
depth in laparoscopic surgery). These DOF are commonly used in actual laparoscopic 
surgeries as well as simulations. Both could be accomplished by using combined 
rotations from the other degrees of freedom, but this greatly increased the overall 
complexity of the design by preventing simple modularity. Since this was the first 
prototype, simplicity was highly pursued, and hence a prismatic stylus joint at the end of 
the serial kinematic chain was accepted.  
Four degrees of freedom remained to be assigned. More potential solutions were 
sketched and evaluated for usefulness. These sketches showed what would obviously not 
be beneficial. For instance, three roll orientations and one yaw prove useless for end 
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effector movement in a surgical environment (Figure 3.6) even though six degrees of 
freedom are incorporated in the design (a subset would be redundant while another subset 
would be unsatisfied). 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Unusable Joystick Design 
Since typical surgical setups involve either 4 or 6 DOF, it was conjectured that 
physically constraining degrees of freedom in pairs could be best; therefore universal 
joints (u-joints) and a gimbal system were considered. Since universal joints are more 
modular, and could thus easily be added, they were decided upon for the final design. 
Two universal joints allow for the last four degrees of freedom to be reached.  
After reviewing the device, it became apparent that more degrees of freedom 
would be beneficial for any user. Adding two revolute degrees of freedom at the end 
effector would allow for opening and closing of the laparoscopic tool - for grasping and 
manipulating tissue. Thus, this motion would be referred to as the “Grasper COR.” It was 
further decided that a roll orientation would be needed in all configurations at the base. 
This would allow the joystick to rotate a full 360 degrees about its central axis.  
 As mentioned earlier, an initial goal of 15 separate designs were sought. 
However, by selectively constraining links from one joystick assembly, several distinct 
designs could be used. Therefore, it was decided to create a single modular and 
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reconfigurable joystick assembly for this purpose as well to favor cost, time, and 
simplicity of the overall system and testing purposes.  
 
 
Figure 3.7: Final Joystick Design 
 This final interface comprises roll and pitch revolute joints at the base of the 
joystick. Next, above the base link resides the universal joint with pitch and yaw joints. 
The stylus has five separate available joints: two distinct grasper joints, one roll, one yaw, 
and one translational. 
 In conclusion, the final configuration from Figure 3.7 was decided upon amongst 
more than 64 options because it was believed to provide the highest potential chance of 
effectively allowing the surgeon to manipulate the end effector in the needed orientation 
and position for common surgical tasks. 
Universal Joint 
It was then sought to develop the design into its physical form. The 3D modeling 
software package SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes S.A., Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) 
was used to create a common mechanical universal joint which would accomplish the 
required degrees of freedom in a rather simplistic, but still useful package (Figure 3.8). It 
was also known that its overall size and geometry could easily be optimized later if 
needed. 
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Figure 3.8: Initial Double-Yoke Universal Joint Prototype 
Passive Locking (Self-Clutching) 
Self-clutching was further examined after the type of joint was selected.  Self-
clutching would allow for the operating surgeon to have the ability to step away from the 
interface, while still having the end effector inside the body, and not cause any harm to 
the patient. This functionality becomes very useful for any number of reasons during a 
surgery, especially since a surgery typically requires more tools than the surgeon has 
hands, and he/she must periodically switch tools.  
Research found typical solutions to passive locking included large motors 
requiring equally large amounts of voltage and current. Magnetic disc-brakes were also 
considered, but their overall size was slightly too large and too expensive for this project. 
Therefore, a custom solution needed to be realized. After much thought, using some sort 
of tubing housed around a shaft was decided upon as meriting further consideration. The 
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tubing would initially remain deflated around a revolute joint’s shaft, thus allowing for 
the joint to rotate freely. When the tubing was inflated, the shaft would not be able to 
rotate due to a larger friction force between the housing, tubing, and shaft relative to the 
applied force input (e.g., due to gravity). A proposed prototype of this concept was 
created and is shown in Figure 3.9 below (the housing lid is removed for clarity 
purposes). A yellow tube sits deflated around a shaft inside of a housing. Once the tubing 
is inflated, the tubing expands to fill the voids, contacting the shaft. Ideally, once the 
pressure is released, the tubing deflates and the shaft rotates freely. 
 
Figure 3.9: Non-Inflated Passive Locking Tubing around Universal Joint Shaft 
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Chapter 4 Kinematic Design 
Denavit-Hartenberg Parameters 
A kinematic model of the joystick assembly is shown in Figure 4.1 while frame-by-
frame kinematic examples are included in Appendix B. The base frame {0} is located at 
the bottom center of the device. Frames {1} and {2} have an origin coincident with frame 
{0}. Frames {3} and {4} are located at the bottom of the lower universal joint. The tip of 
the stylus is coincident with frame {5} while the middle section of the stylus contains 
frames {6} and {7}. Frames {6} and {7} are coincident with the center of the grasper 
COR’s. This was selected so the kinematics of the joystick would function like the state 
of the art da Vinci interface. However, if a laparoscopic type joystick is sought, the 
kinematics could easily be changed to accommodate this configuration. L1 (3.25 in), L2 
(3.25 in), and d (0 to 1.25 in) are the link lengths of the bottom universal joint, the upper 
universal joint, and the translating stylus length (a function of dynamic z-axis), 
respectively.  
The link lengths were obtained by creating a device which would be as compact as 
possible while producing the needed workspace, but still user-friendly, as well as still 
remaining mechanically sound. For this prototype, the universal joint size was mainly 
constrained in size by the potentiometers. Both of the universal joints needed to house 
two potentiometers (which determined the link width). If the link length to width ratio 
was too large, the links would contact each other after a very small rotation. Larger 
length to width ratios yielded designs which were no longer compact. Therefore, a 
balance between the two scenarios was decided upon. Furthermore, the prismatic 
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maximum link length was determined by the smallest available linear potentiometer 
available for purchase. It is known that a translation can be obtained by instead using 
rotations from the universal joints. Therefore, a relatively small sensor was sought for 
precision translations not requiring large rotations from the universal joints. The 1.25 in 
linear travel potentiometer was the smallest linear travel sensor found in an overall 
compact size and reasonable price, and therefore was selected to be used in the final 
prototyped design. 
 
Figure 4.1: Kinematic Joystick Model 
d 
L2 
L1 
Z2 
Z4 
Z3 
Z0,Z1 
Z5 
Z6 
Z7 
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Table 4.4.1: Denavit-Hartenberg Parameters 
      Limits 
1 0 0 0 θ1 ± 360 
2 -90 0 0  θ2 ± 125 
3 0 L1 0  θ3 ± 125 
4 90 0 0 θ4 ± 125 
5 0 L2 0 θ5 -125 to 225 
6 -90 0 d 0 0 
7 90 0 0 θ6 -170 to 170 
 
Forward Kinematics 
The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters can now be used to determine the frame 
transformations of each frame. The general transformation equation is as follows: 
 
 
(1) 
 
The transformations will be written starting from the base reference frame {0} and 
ending at the stylus translation frame {6}: 
 
 
(1.1) 
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(1.2) 
 
 
 
(1.3) 
 
 
 
(1.4) 
 
 
 
(1.5) 
 
 
 
(1.6) 
 
 
 
 
(1.7) 
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Next, the individual transform matrices were multiplied together, and a final 
transformation matrix was found which relates frame {0} to frame {6}. This yields a final 
position and orientation of the sixth link of the device where c and s are shorthand for 
cosine and sine of the respectively numbered variables . 
  (2) 
 
  
 
(2.1) 
 
The respective values for Equation 2.1 can be found in Appendix C as they have been left 
out for brevity here. 
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Workspace 
 
Figure 4.2: Joystick Workspace 
A theoretical workspace for the joystick was created in SolidWorks (Figure 4.2: 
Joystick Workspace). The workspace for any joystick is crucial. If the available joystick 
workspace is too small, the joystick will not be able to reach all the required areas - in 
this case, all of the pegs on the peg-transfer board used for surgical skills training (Figure 
4.3). If the workspace is not that which is required, a scaling factor needs to be used 
which would scale the rotations and translations of the simulated tool appropriately. A 
very large scaling factor may diminish the simulated precision and accuracy because 
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every single hand movement would be amplified. However, if the joystick’s workspace is 
larger than the required workspace, a scaling factor smaller than unity would be required 
so all rotations and translations from the joystick to the laparoscopic tool would be 
smaller than what occurs in the simulations. This can lead to several unsatisfying 
consequences: unrealistic simulation user experience, overexertion of the user’s hand, 
arm, and wrist, and thus an unhappy and/or poor performing surgeon. Since the peg-
transfer dimensions are fairly small, a similarly small workspace is also required. The 
approximate dimensions of the workspace are shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.3: Peg-Transfer Dimensions (Centimeters) 
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Analysis also identifies singularities in the system.  This occurs when the 
Jacobian matrix describing manipulator kinematics becomes singular (Craig, 2005), e.g., 
when maximum extension of the joint has been reached; this results in excessive actuator 
loads. Ideally this would be avoided, but in this current design they cannot theoretically 
be completely escaped. However, the singularities typically occur at regions (workspace 
boundaries) which will not be encountered with primary surgical use, except for when the 
two universal joints are directly atop one another (yellow joystick in Figure 4.2). The 
current L1 and L2 links’ central axes never seem to actually remain coincident. Therefore 
in actual use, the joystick remains useable. 
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Chapter 5 Prototype 
Sensors 
Each interface degree of freedom needed to be measured or tracked individually. 
Three mainstream options exist: optical or magnetic encoders, Hall effect sensors, and 
potentiometers. Constraints for measurements included: overall small size, low cost, 
reliability, and low complexity in obtaining data. The selected measurement method 
needed to perform reliably and repeatedly and the data needed to be obtained with the 
least amount of extra devices such as microcontrollers and external circuitry. Rotary 
encoders were found to be within the size constraint, were easy to read data from using a 
microcontroller, and could be obtained with very little switch bounce (noise arising from 
switching in between detents of the sensor). However, poor resolution at small package 
sizes and monetary considerations caused these not to be ranked highly given the other 
available choices. Next, Hall effect sensors were considered. These sensors vary their 
position in response to changes in magnetic fields and were the least expensive sensor 
among the three. They were avoided due to needing external magnets to be mounted with 
the sensors. As will later be discussed, other relatively strong magnets were considered to 
be used throughout the entire joystick. The effect of the stronger magnets on the accuracy 
of the Hall effect sensors was unknown; therefore for the first prototype, this method of 
measurement was not included. Lastly, potentiometers were considered. These sensors 
came in a compact, inexpensive package, and did not require external magnets. Lab tests 
showed potentiometers were not affected by external magnetic forces. Due to these 
conditions, potentiometers were decided upon as the sensor to be implemented into the 
first interface. 
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Linkage and Joints 
Physical developments of the interface began at the base, with the roll and pitch 
joint orientations, and then continued along towards the end effector.  The roll orientation 
required two separate base sections for rotation about the joystick to be achieved - an 
upper and lower section (Figure 5.1). 
 
Figure 5.1: Universal Joint with Upper and Lower Base Sections 
The lower section would remain fixed while the upper section would be allowed to rotate 
with respect to the lower. This was achieved by placing a bolt through the center of the 
two sections, and a tapered roller bearing in the upper; a cross-section view is featured in 
Figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.2: Cross-Section of Base and Universal Joint 
Additionally, a spring was placed around the bolt shaft for proper pre-loading of the 
bearing.  Lastly, room for a potentiometer was allocated in the lower base section and a 
modified precision ground dowel pin was added to the bolt head for the roll orientation 
potentiometer. The pitch orientation was created by adding a shaft between the first 
universal joint and the upper base section (Figure 5.2). This allowed for the universal 
joint to rotate with respect to the upper base. Four 4mm bearings per universal joint allow 
for proper shaft rotation. 
A second universal joint was serially added to the first by designing and attaching 
the universal joint shaft between the two modular u-joints. This allowed for the pitch and 
yaw orientation (Figure 5.3).  
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Figure 5.3: Universal Joint Assembly (Two U-joints and U-Joint Shaft) 
The last link to be designed was the stylus end effector. This link required four 
separate joint motions: yaw, roll, prismatic, and the grasper DOF. The translational 
motion required two separate parts; one section (middle) would remain translationally 
fixed with respect to the universal joint, and the other (back) would translate in and out 
with respect to the fixed section (Figure 5.4). This translation would be measured with a 
linear potentiometer. 
 
Figure 5.4: Three Main Sections of Stylus 
 
The end effector also required a roll joint. This was accomplished by having the middle 
section of the end effector rotate about the front. Therefore, a potentiometer was designed 
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to be housed within the front section. The yaw orientation was designed next. A shaft was 
implemented to the front portion of the end effector. When the front attaches to the 
universal joint, it would be able to rotate in a yaw type fashion and be measured by a 
potentiometer. The grasping motion was the remaining orientation needing to be 
designed. The goal was to have the grasping motion for the operator be as fluid and easy 
as possible to operate. It was meant to be similar to opening and closing tweezers or 
tongs, and require only two fingers. Therefore, one loop is needed to encircle each finger, 
and physical links need to follow the fingers’ movement. What was decided upon 
coincidentally was very similar to Intuitive Surgical’s da Vinci Surgical System interface 
(Figure 5.5). 
 
Figure 5.5: da Vinci Surgical System Interface ([2012], Intuitive Surgical) 
The final overall design, shown in Figure 3.7, highlighted this grasping motion. Each of 
the graspers had slots allowing for hook-and-loop fastener fabric to be slid in and 
fastened around the operator’s thumb and index finger with relative ease. Lastly, the 
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graspers were each attached to one potentiometer. Therefore, two distinct rotational 
measurements were able to be taken at any point in time. 
 
Figure 5.6: Final End Effector Design with Universal Joint 
Physical Constraints 
A main goal of this thesis was to provide an interface which could selectively be 
altered to suit the surgeon’s specific needs for any surgery. Therefore, physical 
constraints were required to lock specific degrees of freedom which were not needed for 
a given simulation. This result had to be accomplished on a case by case basis; one 
solution would not work across all degrees of freedom. (It should be noted that the 
kinematics for these constrained cases can be calculated by assigning constant values to 
certain parameters in the general kinematic solution presented in Chapter 4.) 
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Figure 5.7: Base Assembly with Pin Constraint 
The base roll orientation was designed to be constrained by one pin (Figure 5.7). 
A pin could be inserted in either of two through holes on the top portion of the base. 
When the through holes were lined up with the two blind holes in the bottom portion of 
the base, the pin could be inserted, and thus rotation was prevented. For added 
installation ease and reliability, the pin and bottom base were both given magnets. 
Magnets ensure the pin would remain in the base unless an intentional force, provided by 
the user, removed the pin. This also provided easier installation because the pin would be 
attracted to the base even if the pin had not yet reached its intended final position. As will 
later be seen, this magnetic feature was interwoven throughout the entirety of the 
interface. Lastly, a knurled surface was added for improved pin grip for the user. 
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Figure 5.8: U-Shaped Physical Constraint Preventing Pitch DOF Rotation 
Prevention of the pitch orientation, at the base, was accomplished by 
incorporating a snug fitting custom u-shaped device (Figure 5.8) where the inner 
dimension of the u presses up against the universal joint. The u constraint would slide 
through the through holes in the top base portion, and then lock into the opposing side 
using magnets in both the u-shaped leg tips and larger circular hand gripped section and 
base.   
The modular universal joints can be locked into place by sliding c-shaped 
physical constraints into the u-joints (Figure 5.9). One magnet is contained within each of 
the four universal joint blind holes and at either end of the c-shaped constraints.  
 
Figure 5.9: C-Shaped Physical Constraints Connected to U-Joints 
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Lastly, the prismatic translation and revolute roll were constrained by 
implementing a screw which locked the back and middle portions of the end effector 
(Figure 5.10).  
 
Figure 5.10: Screw (Brass) Physical Constraint between Back and Middle 
Sections of Stylus  
Passive Locking (Clutching) 
The joystick needed to permit passive locking at the main joints of the joystick. 
This allowed for the operating surgeon to step away from the master controller if the need 
arose without resulting in unwanted tool motion.  
 After the initial passive locking design was created in SolidWorks, a tangible 
prototype was needed to test for functionality. A quick and simple assembly comprising a 
screw and drilled out wooden dowel was created (Figure 5.5 and 5.5).  
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Figure 5.4: Passive Locking Housing and Shaft 
 
Figure 5.5: Passive Locking Assembly comprising  Pneumatic Air Lines, Shaft, 
Pressure Regulator, Flow Control Valve, and Solenoid Valve.  
Initially, latex surgical tubing was experimented with; however, the tubing had an 
extremely nonlinear relation of pressure versus expansion. The tubing was either inflated 
or not inflated, with no controllable intermediate state. Therefore, controlling the amount 
of friction provided by the tubing was futile. This led to many tubes exploding - a 
phenomenon not accepted in an OR. Next, common latex balloons with a long length and 
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small diameter were tried. These proved to be much more controllable with respect to 
their pressure-expansion relation. A pressure of 45 psi left experimenters unable to turn 
the shaft by hand. However, once the latex tubing was deflated, the shaft could still easily 
be rotated freely within the housing. A further application of Plastidip, a synthetic rubber 
coating applied to metal tool handles for extra grip, was applied to the screw shaft for 
added friction. This did not seem to affect the non-inflated rotation, but did provide 
sufficient friction, at around 30 psi, for the inflated tubing. These results provided enough 
positive evidence for this passive locking system to be permanently incorporated into the 
final joystick design, and thus this solution was decided upon for passive locking 
implementation.  
 Two passive locking housings were allocated in each of the two universal joints. 
This consisted of a larger blind hole and smaller through hole on two opposing sides of 
each universal joint (Figure 5.6). 
 
Figure 5.6: Universal Joints with Passive Locking 
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The latex balloon would go in one of the top holes, and out of the other top hole, in the 
housing.  The side opposite of the housing would be the location of the potentiometer.  
3D printed caps with compliant retention legs lock onto to the housing to prevent the 
balloons from exiting (Figure 5.7). This ensures that the balloon fills the empty space as 
much as possible and provides as much friction against the rotating shaft as possible.  
               
Figure 5.7: Passive Locking Cap (Left), Passive Locking Assembly (Right) 
The balloon would then be connected to pneumatic air lines into a manifold. The custom 
manifold was machined to allow for one line of air to provide for all of the passive 
locking joints (Drawing in Appendix A).  The manifold then connected to a solenoid 
valve, flow control valve, and pressure regulator. The final pneumatic connection 
depended on the type of air source. The University of Nebraska Medical Center provided 
standard OR air outlets which required a ¼” DISS female adapter to NPT male. At the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, a standard air compressor with commonly found ¼” 
NPT outlets is used. 
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Housing 
 
Figure 5.8: Joystick Featuring Acrylic Housing and Drawer System 
As stated, the joystick would travel between the University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
and University of Nebraska Medical Center for testing purposes and also travel around 
both campuses. To increase the device’s reliability over time, an acrylic housing and 
drawer system was created (Figure 5.8). The drawer would provide an enclosed volume 
for the sensitive wiring and electronics to be housed. A five-sided acrylic box would 
enclose the rest of the joystick and protect it from the external environment. Two hasp 
latches would allow the top enclosure to be fixed to the drawer system. Cutouts for a 
venting fan, USB connection, passive locking on/off button, and power supply were also 
implemented. The entire volume of the assembled housing and drawer is 12 inches tall by 
9.5 inches wide and 10 inches deep. 
Hardware 
Potentiometer voltage data needed to be read and interpreted.  The NI USB 6008 
DAQ was selected for its overall user-friendliness, capabilities, and portable size. Eight 
single-ended analog inputs were available for reading voltage measurements. Therefore, 
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eight potentiometers could be measured.  The DAQ allowed for +/- 10 volts.  A 12 volt 
power supply was used, and a voltage divider circuit was created to limit the voltage to 
the acceptable +/- 10 volt range. A 24 volt power supply is used to power the passive 
locking solenoid valve. 
Software 
The potentiometer data needed to be read by the DAQ and interpreted into a VR 
environment; Vizard (Worldviz Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) software was selected.  Vizard 
allowed for the creation of basic shapes or importing of other well-known geometric file 
types, after which the shapes can be programmed and simulated in a custom surgical 
environment. Further effects such as gravity and collisions were also able to be added for 
a more realistic environment. 
The commonly used peg-transfer surgical environment was decided upon as the 
ideal first environment for testing. FLS uses this manual skills test to measure technical 
skills as well as eye-hand coordination. Twelve pegs are fixed on a base plate. Six rings 
are initially captured on six of the pegs. The practicing surgeon, as quickly and accurately 
as possible, moves all six rings from their initial six pegs to the six pegs without rings 
(Figure 5.9). 
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Figure 5.9: Simple Example of Peg-Transfer Test 
The entirety of the code can be found in Appendix D; however, the most relevant 
part will now be explained since this was a very significant portion of the work involved 
in this project. 
 Communication with the USB DAQ was accomplished in Vizard by using the 
DAQmx library, provided by National Instruments, and the ctypes library.  The ctypes 
library allowed for C programming in the Vizard based Python script. The DAQmx 
library allowed for the previously created C language functions, which communicated 
with the DAQ, to be accessed and used in Python. Another method explored for obtaining 
the DAQ data involved using LabVIEW (National Instruments Corporation, Austin, 
Texas). A LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI) program was created, but two reasons led to 
a purely code-based solution. Vizard requires a secondary interface with LabVIEW 
(Matlab, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, or Microsoft Excel, Microsoft, Redmond, WA). 
Vizard software did not appear to easily communicate with either of these programs, so 
the use of LabVIEW was avoided. 
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 After successfully communicating with the potentiometers connected to a DAQ in 
Vizard, implementing the visual environment could begin. Geometric files such as the 
laparoscopic tool with the tweezer like graspers were modeled in SolidWorks (Figure 
5.10) and imported into Vizard. The pegs and rings were created separately in Vizard 
(Figure 5.9). 
 
Figure 5.10: Modeled Laparoscopic Tool from SolidWorks 
Next, the kinematics of the laparoscopic tool were created. The joystick has three 
separate centers of rotation (Figure 5.11). Therefore, in the Vizard software, three 
functions were used to complete the translations and rotations of specific joints 
(Kinematics_1, Kinematics_2, and Kinematics_3). After the three centers of rotation 
were set, the degrees of freedom were mapped to the respective joystick parameters.  
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Figure 5.11: Joystick with Three Centers of Rotation 
The third main step in the simulation involved gravity and collisions. A physics 
library was imported which allows for the rings to fall realistically if they are dropped. A 
collision library was also imported which allows for the rings to realistically bounce off 
of the bottom of the peg-transfer plate as well as the pegs. These two libraries provide a 
much more realistic experience for the surgeon. 
 The final step involved linking the rings to the laparoscopic tool when it was 
closed and within a specified boundary (simulating the tool had grasped the ring). When 
the graspers are opened, the ring’s link is released from the laparoscopic tool tip’s jaws 
and, due to the gravity and physics library, falls and ideally lands around a peg in a 
realistic manner. 
All of the commented Vizard code can be found in Appendix D for the peg-
transfer virtual simulation. 
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Chapter 6 Results 
Simulation 
 
The peg-transfer virtual reality simulation can be used to rotate and position a 
simulated laparoscopic tool. When the tool is within a predetermined range, and the 
grasper jaws (at the tool’s tip) are closed, a ring can be picked up. When the jaws are 
opened, the ring will fall to the reference plane. Ideally the ring has been placed above or 
around a peg (the goal of the surgical test). If this is the case, the ring will fall around the 
peg and against the reference plane (also called the ground plane). 
 
Figure 6.1: GUI Available for Selecting Different Physical Constraints for Different 
Joystick Configurations 
A GUI (graphical user interface) has been created to allow for the volunteer 
surgeon to switch between physical constraints (Figure 6.1). If no constraints are 
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selected, and the “READY” checkbox is selected, the simulation will initialize with all 
degrees of freedom active. If all constraints - pin; U; C; and Prismatic - are selected, these 
constraints will not be used in the simulated environment. 
Nine separate degrees of freedom are able to be simulated. Figure 6.2 references a 
top view with six available DOF while Figure 6.3 illustrates the other three DOF.  
 
Figure 6.2: Top Isometric View Showing Six Degrees of Freedom 
 
Figure 6.3: Peg-Transfer Side View with Three Degrees of Freedom 
1 
2 3 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Table 6.1: Corresponding Degrees of Freedom 
DOF Description 
1 Stylus Roll (Into/Out of Page) 
2 Left Grasper Rotation 
3 Right Grasper Rotation 
4 Base Rotation 
5 Lower U-Joint and Base Rotation (Into/Out of Page) 
6 Upper U-Joint Rotation 
7 Lower U-Joint & Upper U-Joint Rotation (Into/Out of Page) 
8 Stylus & Universal Joint Rotation 
9 Prismatic Translation 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Corresponding Degrees of Freedom 
1 
2,3 
9 8 
7 6 
5 
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Passive Locking 
Implementation of reliable passive locking proved challenging. There were many 
areas for air to leak from due to connections not sealing completely. Therefore, current 
results are not conclusive regarding this method of passive locking as effective and 
reliable.  
Abundant attempts for successful passive locking proved unsuccessful due to 
leaking air or latex balloons tearing or exceeding their yield point outside of the housing. 
Attempts at decreasing the chance of these unfortunate events were minimized, but never 
fully succeeded. The passive locking balloons were sealed by using common thread 
sealant tape with shrink wrap placed over the tape. The shrink wrap would be heated, and 
thus constrict in size and provide a tight seal between the pneumatic tubing and balloon. 
However, this method proved only acceptable when the heat did not affect the integrity of 
the balloon. Typically, a small amount of heat would compromise the balloon’s integrity, 
and thus the balloon would easily reach its yielding point. Therefore, the heat shrink was 
not used in the latter half of attempts. However, by not using heat shrink, a proper seal 
was not able to be reached between the balloon and tubing. 
It should be noted that there were several attempts which proved successful - the 
stylus would lock in place, and remain in place after being let go. However, when 
measurements were being taken for verification of the concept, the system would fail - 
usually by means of air suddenly escaping. The current reliability of the system is unable 
to support the required passive locking pressures between 45 and 60 psi.   
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A low pressurized assembly does not provide enough friction to the shaft because 
the balloon surfaces, nearest the shaft, rotate with the shaft. Figure 6.5 provides reference 
to these findings by showing the passive locking revolute degree of freedom for the stylus 
tip without the passive locking cover (for clarity). On the left, the two balloons are not 
inflated. On the right, the balloons are inflated to five psi. This demonstrates how the 
shaft is able to freely rotate without the passive locking turned off (by means of the 
solenoid switch valve). With passive locking turned on at high pressures, the rotating 
shaft would encounter large amounts of friction. It should be noted that the passive 
locking cap was removed for clarity; thus only a low pressure could be used in this 
demonstration. Typically, a pressure of 45 psi is sought. However, if this high pressure is 
used without the passive locking cap, the balloons will continue to inflate outside of the 
housing until they exceed their yield point. 
          
Figure 6.5: Passive Locking Off (Left) and On (Right) Demonstration 
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Chapter 7 Design of Experiment 
 To find the most appropriate joystick configuration, the following two 
experiments have been developed. First, a feasibility test consisting of ten medical 
students will be conducted. This experiment will test the reliability and validity of the 
prototype. If the prototype passes this first test (it is capable of providing reliable and 
valid data), then a comparative experiment will be performed. For this test, minimum of 
15 right-handed volunteer surgeons (novice, skilled, and expert) will complete the peg-
transfer surgical skills test created. The first set of trials will be completed with all 
degrees of freedom five consecutive times as quickly as possible. A second set of five 
trials will be completed with the pin physical constraint which locks the base revolute 
degree of freedom (Figure 5.7). The third set will be completed with all sets of degrees of 
freedom except the bottom of the base universal joint’s rotation (Figure 4.8). A fourth set 
of five trials will be completed with all degrees of freedom except the universal joints 
(using the c-shaped physical constraints) as illustrated in Figure 4.9. A fifth set will be 
completed without the prismatic translation DOF (Figure 4.10).  The pin constraint and c-
shaped constraint will be used for the sixth set. The pin constraint and universal joint 
constraint will be used for trial set seven. Trial set eight will feature the pin and prismatic 
screw constraint. The u-shaped constraint and prismatic constraint will be used in trial set 
nine. Trial set number ten will use all constraints except for the pin. Trial 11 will allow 
for the pin and c-shaped universal joint to be used. Lastly, trial set 12 will allow for the 
pin and u-shaped universal joint to be used. Table 7.1 visually summarizes these 
experiments. 
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Table 7.1: Design of Experimental Constraints 
Trial Number Pin U-Shaped U-Joint C-Shaped U-Joint Prismatic Screw # DOF 
1     9 
2 x    8 
3  x   8 
4   x  7 
5    x 7 
6 x x   7 
7 x  x  8 
8 x   x 8 
9  x x  6 
10  x x x 4 
11  x  x 6 
12   x x 5 
 
It should be noted the previous table was created for the reader’s understanding. 
To further obtain data without significant bias to users’ experience with the joystick 
allowing for faster completion times, the trials will be randomized before the participants 
go through the simulation process. Following this table (which would need to be 
randomized before testing commenced) will help elucidate the most effective and 
favorable joystick configuration(s). It should further be noted certain trial sets, 10 and 12, 
are relatively trivial, and may be omitted from the actual set of tests since the degrees of 
freedom available are less than six. Trials with six or more DOF will be most useful 
based off assumptions provided by current state of the art devices. 
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Chapter 8 Future Work 
Simplification and Continued Development of Hardware 
The current configuration is very cluttered, busy, and somewhat hard to use due to 
the existence of many semi-rigid electrical wires and pneumatic tubes. To increase ease 
of use, internal routing of wiring should be explored. The use of slip ring assemblies 
would allow infinite rotation of the links as well as allow for internal routing of the 
electrical wires. Routing of the pneumatic tubing should also be considered.  For 
example, air fittings could be placed at the entry and exit of all links. Links could then be 
serially connected with pneumatic tubing. Care should be taken with this method in order 
to avoid a semi-rigid joystick which is difficult to maneuver. If there is not enough 
tubing, the joystick’s workspace will be particularly small. However, if there is too much 
tubing, the tubing may impart a preferred position to the joystick due to too much slack 
between connected sections, causing the tubing to induce residual internal forces in the 
mechanism. 
Increasingly reliable passive locking cap designs should be evaluated and 
implemented. The current pneumatic connection to the passive locking balloons contains 
two to three potentially faulty areas: the entry to the housing, inside of the housing, and 
the exit from the housing. The entry and exit connection could be improved with relative 
ease, and currently there have been no problems with the internal housing. 
For entry to the housing, the current design uses a technique of sealing the balloon 
to the pneumatic tubing with Teflon tape, with a final application of heat shrink applied 
over the Teflon to prevent any air from leaking. This method does provide a leak-free 
passive locking connection if done correctly. However, this requires trial-and-error 
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experience usually only mastered after many failures. Furthermore, the application of 
heat-shrink requires a heat gun which can affect the integrity of the balloons if the heat 
comes in contact with the balloons. Therefore, implementation of a valve into the passive 
locking housing, or as discussed earlier, internal routing of air, may produce an improved 
design which is more user- and maintenance-friendly.  
 
Figure 8.1: Current Passive Locking Method with Two-Part Putty Sealant 
The connection for air exiting the housing can also be improved. The current 
design uses a two-part putty, which hardens with time, to seal the exit (Figure 8.1). 
Typically, balloons are knotted on their respective ends outside of the housing. This knot 
serves two purposes: to seal the balloon’s exit and to keep the balloon completely 
stretched across the entirety of the inner housing. Without the knot, the end of the balloon 
would remain within the housing and likely not provide as efficient of a locking method 
as a terminated balloon end. Therefore, to increase the user friendliness of preparing the 
exit of the balloon for passive locking, a modified design should be considered. One 
relatively simple example would be to modify the passive locking cap to also house the 
terminated balloon ends on the outside of the housing. The cap would have a small area 
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where the knotted balloon ends would remain (Figure 8.2). This area would prevent the 
balloon ends from inflating outside of the housing and inflating past their yield point. 
 
Figure 8.2: Relief Hole for Passive Locking Balloon Knot 
Ideally, all of the previously mentioned improvements can be included in a 
second prototype while also decreasing its overall cost. Decreasing cost will allow for 
increased use for potential surgeons. Currently, the entire device cost $2,500 to 
manufacture which is mainly due to the expense of the rapid prototyped links. Decreasing 
the complexity and the link volume will have a positive monetary effect and push the 
joystick price below that of a Sensable™ PHANTOM Omni® haptic device and closer to 
an FLS Trainer Box (<$1,500). 
Continued Development of Software 
 The development of software should also be continued. Currently, one simulation 
has been created. Increased numbers of manual skill virtual reality simulations will allow 
for more concrete data to be collected which further allows for the determination of what 
degrees of freedom yield the most effective solutions for surgical performance. It is 
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recommended for development to follow what has currently been addressed by the 
Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery: peg transfer, pattern cutting, ligating loop, and 
intra-corporeal knot tying.  
 Analysis of modifying commercial products might also be considered. Current 
software has already been thoroughly programmed and simulated. Companies, such as 
Surgical Science, have spent years perfecting simulations which are very realistic. A very 
large database has been created which houses three main simulation types: basic, FLS 
training modules, and various surgeries. Instead of recreating these already optimized 
simulations, purchasing the software should be considered. This would allow time to be 
spent on items which have not yet already been completed, such as optimal joystick 
configurations which lead to increased surgical performance and skills retention. 
 A laparoscopic kinematic configuration can also be implemented as referenced in 
the Kinematic Design section (Chapter 4). The current kinematic interface is similar to 
the da Vinci Surgical System where the effective center of rotation is unconstrained, but 
is typically close to the tool tip. The center of rotation could instead be set to mimic a 
laparoscopic tool setup in which the tool pivots about a point roughly coincident with the 
skin incision. Therefore, a second set of code should be implemented based on a 
laparoscopic tool configuration and should be added to the graphical interface as a 
secondary option. 
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Figure 8.3: COR’s, with corresponding Cartesian Coordinate Axis, for Grasper and 
Laparoscopic Tool 
COR 
Patient 
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Chapter 9 Conclusion 
A modular nine degree of freedom joystick was created with five passive locking 
revolute joints and five physically constrained joints. A simulated surgical environment 
was also programmed. Software code was implemented so the joystick’s nine 
potentiometers would be able to communicate with the virtual reality simulation 
software. Passive locking was also implemented. This thesis documents a major step 
towards development of a system which will enable a kinematically modular interface to 
determine the ideal interface configurations for surgeons in various surgeries and allow 
them to improve upon their surgical skills. 
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Appendix A:  CAD Drawings 
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Appendix B:  Kinematics 
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Appendix C:  Final Transform Values 
r11   =   s7*(c1*c2*s3 + c1*c3*s2) - c7*(c6*(c5*(s1*s4 - c4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3)) +      
s5*(c4*s1 + s4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3))) + s6*(c5*(c4*s1 + s4*(c1*c2*c3 - 
c1*s2*s3)) - s5*(s1*s4 - c4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3)))) 
r12   =   c7*(c1*c2*s3 + c1*c3*s2) - s7*(c6*(c5*(s1*s4 - c4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3)) + 
s5*(c4*s1 + s4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3))) + s6*(c5*(c4*s1 + s4*(c1*c2*c3 - 
c1*s2*s3)) - s5*(s1*s4 - c4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3)))) 
r13   =  c6*(c5*(c4*s1 + s4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3)) - s5*(s1*s4 - c4*(c1*c2*c3 - 
c1*s2*s3))) - s6*(c5*(s1*s4 - c4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3)) + s5*(c4*s1 + 
s4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3))) 
px   =  - L2*(s1*s4 - c4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3)) - d*(c5*(c4*s1 + s4*(c1*c2*c3 - 
c1*s2*s3)) - s5*(s1*s4 - c4*(c1*c2*c3 - c1*s2*s3))) 
r21   =  s7*(c2*s1*s3 + c3*s1*s2) + c7*(c6*(c5*(c1*s4 + c4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3)) + 
s5*(c1*c4 - s4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3))) + s6*(c5*(c1*c4 - s4*(c2*c3*s1 - 
s1*s2*s3)) - s5*(c1*s4 + c4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3))))  
r22   =  c7*(c2*s1*s3 + c3*s1*s2) + s7*(c6*(c5*(c1*s4 + c4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3)) + 
s5*(c1*c4 - s4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3))) + s6*(c5*(c1*c4 - s4*(c2*c3*s1 - 
s1*s2*s3)) - s5*(c1*s4 + c4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3))))  
r23   =  s6*(c5*(c1*s4 + c4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3)) + s5*(c1*c4 - s4*(c2*c3*s1 - 
s1*s2*s3))) - c6*(c5*(c1*c4 - s4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3)) - s5*(c1*s4 + 
c4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3))) 
py   =  L2*(c1*s4 + c4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3)) + d*(c5*(c1*c4 - s4*(c2*c3*s1 - 
s1*s2*s3)) - s5*(c1*s4 + c4*(c2*c3*s1 - s1*s2*s3))) 
r31   =  c7*(c6*(c3*s2*s4*s5 - c3*c4*c5*s2) + s6*(c3*c4*s2*s5 + c3*c5*s2*s4)) - 
s2*s3*s7 
r32   = s7*(c6*(c3*s2*s4*s5 - c3*c4*c5*s2) + s6*(c3*c4*s2*s5 + c3*c5*s2*s4)) - 
c7*s2*s3 
r33   =  s6*(c3*s2*s4*s5 - c3*c4*c5*s2) - c6*(c3*c4*s2*s5 + c3*c5*s2*s4) 
pz   =  d*(c3*c4*s2*s5 + c3*c5*s2*s4) - L2*c3*c4*s2   
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Appendix D:  Vizard Code 
# Michael Head 
# Peg-Transfer 
# November 28, 2012 
import viz 
import ctypes 
import numpy 
import viztask 
import time 
import threading 
import math 
import vizshape 
import vizcam 
import vizact 
import vizinfo 
viz.phys.enable()   
viz.collision(viz.ON) 
viz.go() 
 
viz.window.setName('Peg Transfer GUI V1.0') #name to display on the viz 
window 
viz.window.setPosition(0,30) #laptop setting 
#viz.window.setPosition(1135, -540) #25" ext monitor 
viz.window.setSize(1360, 700) 
viz.setMultiSample(4) ##Enable full screen anti-aliasing (FSAA) to 
smooth edges 
viz.antialias = 4 #set andti-aliasing to 4x 
viz.clearcolor(0.5,0.7,1) 
 
#Change navigation style to pivot 
cam = vizcam.PivotNavigate(center=[0,0,0], distance = 18)  
cam.rotateUp(40) 
cam.rotateRight(0) 
 
#Add grid 
#creation of base 
grid = 
vizshape.addBox(size=(10,1,8),right=True,left=True,top=True,bottom=True
,front=True,back=True,splitFaces=False, pos = (0,-1,0)) 
grid.collidePlane()   # Make collideable plane 
 
base_grid = vizshape.addGrid(pos = (0,-1,0)) 
 
#cookbook 
nidaq = ctypes.windll.nicaiu # load the DLL 
int32 = ctypes.c_long 
uInt32 = ctypes.c_ulong 
uInt64 = ctypes.c_ulonglong  
float64 = ctypes.c_double 
TaskHandle = uInt32 
read = int32() 
DAQmx_Val_Cfg_Default = int32(-1) #Default (differential) 
DAQmx_Val_RSE=int32(10083)    #RSE 
DAQmx_Val_Volts = 10348 
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DAQmx_Val_Rising = 10280 
DAQmx_Val_FiniteSamps = 10178 
DAQmx_Val_ContSamps = 10123 
DAQmx_Val_GroupByChannel = 0 
DAQmx_Val_GroupByScanNumber= 1 #interleaved 
taskHandle = TaskHandle(0)     
max_num_samples = 8 
pdata = numpy.zeros((max_num_samples,),dtype=numpy.float64) 
initial_data = numpy.zeros((max_num_samples,),dtype=numpy.float64) 
link = None #The handle to the link object 
 
world_axes = vizshape.addAxes(length = .1) 
 
#add shaft and graspers 
shaft = viz.add('shaft.dae', pos = (0,5,-5)) 
babcock_1 = shaft.add('origin.dae') 
babcock_2 = shaft.add('origin.dae') 
 
#creation of pegs 
pic_base = viz.addTexture('silver.jpg') #silver cylinder 
cylinder1=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (-1,1,2.5), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder2=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (-1,1,0), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder3=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (-1,1,-2.5), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder4=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (-3.5,1,2.5), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder5=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (-3.5,1,0), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder6=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (-3.5,1,-2.5), texture = pic_base) 
 
cylinder1.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= 1) 
cylinder2.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= 1) 
cylinder3.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= 1) 
cylinder4.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= 1) 
cylinder5.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= 1) 
cylinder6.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= 1) 
 
joint1 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder1,grid) 
joint2 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder2,grid) 
joint3 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder3,grid) 
joint4 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder4,grid) 
joint5 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder5,grid) 
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joint6 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder6,grid) 
 
cylinder7=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (1,1,1.5), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder8=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (1,1,-1.5), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder9=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (2.5,1,2.5), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder10=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (2.5,1,-2.5), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder11=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (4,1,1.5), texture = pic_base) 
cylinder12=vizshape.addCylinder(height=2, radius=.25, topRadius=None, 
bottomRadius=None, axis=vizshape.AXIS_Y, slices=20, 
bottom=True,top=True, pos = (4,1,-1.5), texture = pic_base) 
 
cylinder7.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= .1) 
cylinder8.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= .1) 
cylinder9.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= .1) 
cylinder10.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= .1) 
cylinder11.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= .1) 
cylinder12.collideCapsule(radius = .25, length = 1,bounce = 0, friction 
= .1) 
 
joint7 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder7,grid) 
joint8 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder8,grid) 
joint9 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder9,grid) 
joint10 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder10,grid) 
joint11 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder11,grid) 
joint12 = viz.phys.addFixedJoint(cylinder12,grid) 
 
# modified from farshizzo: forum.worldviz.com 
pic_torus = viz.addTexture('green.jpg') #green rings 
RADIUS = 0.5 
TUBE_RADIUS = 0.1 
d = 2 # density 
f = 10 #friction 
h = .01 #hardness  
 
torus1 = vizshape.addTorus(radius=RADIUS,tubeRadius=TUBE_RADIUS, pos = 
(-1,0,2.5), texture = pic_torus) 
for deg in range(0,360,20): 
 x = math.sin(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 z = math.cos(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 torus1.collideSphere(radius=TUBE_RADIUS-.08,pos=(x,0,z), bounce = 
0, friction = f, density = d, hardness = h) 
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torus2 = vizshape.addTorus(radius=RADIUS,tubeRadius=TUBE_RADIUS, pos = 
(-1,0,0), texture = pic_torus) 
for deg in range(0,360,20): 
 x = math.sin(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 z = math.cos(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 torus2.collideSphere(radius=TUBE_RADIUS,pos=(x,0,z), bounce = 0, 
friction = f, density = d, hardness = h) 
torus3 = vizshape.addTorus(radius=RADIUS,tubeRadius=TUBE_RADIUS, pos = 
(-1,0,-2.5), texture = pic_torus) 
for deg in range(0,360,20): 
 x = math.sin(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 z = math.cos(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 torus3.collideSphere(radius=TUBE_RADIUS,pos=(x,0,z), bounce = 0, 
friction = f, density = d, hardness = h) 
torus4 = vizshape.addTorus(radius=RADIUS,tubeRadius=TUBE_RADIUS, pos = 
(-3.5,0,2.5), texture = pic_torus) 
for deg in range(0,360,20): 
 x = math.sin(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 z = math.cos(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 torus4.collideSphere(radius=TUBE_RADIUS,pos=(x,0,z), bounce = 0, 
friction = f, density = d, hardness = h) 
torus5 = vizshape.addTorus(radius=RADIUS,tubeRadius=TUBE_RADIUS, pos = 
(-3.5,0,0), texture = pic_torus) 
for deg in range(0,360,20): 
 x = math.sin(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 z = math.cos(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 torus5.collideSphere(radius=TUBE_RADIUS,pos=(x,0,z), bounce = 0, 
friction = f, density = d, hardness = h) 
torus6 = vizshape.addTorus(radius=RADIUS,tubeRadius=TUBE_RADIUS, pos = 
(-3.5,0,-2.5), texture = pic_torus) 
for deg in range(0,360,20): 
 x = math.sin(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 z = math.cos(viz.radians(deg)) * RADIUS 
 torus6.collideSphere(radius=TUBE_RADIUS,pos=(x,0,z), bounce = 0, 
friction = f, density = d, hardness = h) 
 
def CHK(err): 
    if err < 0: 
        buf_size = 1000 
        buf = ctypes.create_string_buffer('\000' * buf_size) 
        nidaq.DAQmxGetErrorString(err,ctypes.byref(buf),buf_size) 
        raise RuntimeError('nidaq call failed with error %d: 
%s'%(err,repr(buf.value))) 
 
  
 #POT 3: JOYSTICK TIP ROTATION 
 #POT 4: FIRST U-JOINT ROTATION 
 
 yield shaft.setEuler(180+scale*pdata[0],(pdata[4]*scale)+180,-
(pdata[3]*scale)+90) #CORRECT(3), CORRECT(4) 
  
 #start of grasper/torus LINKING boundaries 
 #shaft boundary 
 #################################################################
####              START HERE! 
 sp=shaft.getPosition() 
 spx = sp[0] 
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 print sp 
 spy = sp[1] 
 spz = sp[2] 
 #torus1 boundary 
 t1p = torus1.getPosition() 
 t1px = t1p[0] 
 t1py = t1p[1] 
 t1pz = t1p[2] 
 
 if pdata[2]*scale < x: #GRASPER CLOSED 
  if (spx >= (t1px - 0.20) and spx <= (t1px + 0.20)): #and 
grasper's within bounds 
   print 'within range so; linked' 
   link = viz.grab(shaft, torus1)    
    #link shaft to torus1 
  else:          
  #grasper is closed, but out of bounds    
   if link != None:#if closed and NOT w/in bounds, AND 
previously linked (shouldn't encounter) 
    link.remove() 
    link = None 
    print 'grasper is closed, out of bounds, and 
was not previously linked' 
 else:  #GRASPER OPEN 
  if link != None: #previously linked 
   link.remove() 
   link = None 
 
def linking():  
 x=160 
 global link 
  
 # opening/closing of graspers 
 # makes sure graspers cannot go past closed position 
 if pdata[2]*scale > x:  #graspers are not touching 
  babcock_1.setEuler(x-pdata[2]*scale,0,0,viz.ABS_GLOBAL) 
  babcock_2.setEuler(-x+pdata[2]*scale,0,180,viz.ABS_GLOBAL) 
 else:      #graspers are touching 
  babcock_1.setEuler(x/scale,0,0,viz.ABS_GLOBAL) 
  babcock_2.setEuler((x/scale),0,180,viz.ABS_GLOBAL)  
  
 #start of grasper/torus boundaries 
 #shaft boundary 
 sp=shaft.getPosition() 
 spx = sp[0] 
 spy = sp[1] 
 spz = sp[2] 
 #torus1 boundary 
 t1p = torus1.getPosition() 
 t1px = t1p[0] 
 t1py = t1p[1] 
 t1pz = t1p[2] 
 
 if link: 
  print 'If link exits, stop grabbing' 
  link.remove() 
  link = None 
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 else: 
  print'If no link, grab the ball with the hand' 
  link = viz.grab(shaft,torus1) 
 print 'link = ',link 
 
 if pdata[2]*scale < x: #GRASPER CLOSED 
  if (spx >= (t1px - 0.20) and spx <= (t1px + 0.20)): #and 
grasper's within bounds 
   print 'within range so; linked' 
   link = viz.grab(shaft, torus1)    
    #link shaft to torus1 
  else:          
  #grasper is closed, but out of bounds    
   if link != None:#previously linked 
    link.remove() 
    link = None 
    print 'grasper is closed, out of bounds, and 
was not previously linked' 
 else:  #GRASPER OPEN 
  if link != None: 
   link.remove() 
   link = None 
# GUI 
infoObject = vizinfo.add('Which Physical Constraints Do You Wish To Use 
(Check All That Apply)?') 
infoObject.title('Peg Transfer') 
#Add GUI elements with labels. 
pin = infoObject.add(viz.CHECKBOX, 'Pin Constraint') 
u1 = infoObject.add(viz.CHECKBOX,' U-Constraint') 
u2 = infoObject.add(viz.CHECKBOX,' C-Constraints') 
prismatic = infoObject.add(viz.CHECKBOX,'Prismatic') 
ready = infoObject.add(viz.CHECKBOX, 'READY?') 
 
init_pin = [0] 
 
def Main_Loop(): 
 init_pin = 1 
 initial_data=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] 
 scale = 36 #360deg/10volts 
  
 nidaq = ctypes.windll.nicaiu # load the DLL 
 int32 = ctypes.c_long 
 uInt32 = ctypes.c_ulong 
 uInt64 = ctypes.c_ulonglong  
 float64 = ctypes.c_double 
 TaskHandle = uInt32 
 read = int32() 
 DAQmx_Val_Cfg_Default = int32(-1) #Default (differential) 
 DAQmx_Val_RSE=int32(10083)    #RSE 
 DAQmx_Val_Volts = 10348 
 DAQmx_Val_Rising = 10280 
 DAQmx_Val_FiniteSamps = 10178 
 DAQmx_Val_ContSamps = 10123 
 DAQmx_Val_GroupByChannel = 0 
 DAQmx_Val_GroupByScanNumber= 1 #interleaved 
 taskHandle = TaskHandle(0)     
 max_num_samples = 8 
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 pdata = numpy.zeros((max_num_samples,),dtype=numpy.float64) 
 initial_data = 
numpy.zeros((max_num_samples,),dtype=numpy.float64) 
 link = None #The handle to the link object 
   
 CHK(nidaq.DAQmxCreateTask("",ctypes.byref(taskHandle))) 
 CHK(nidaq.DAQmxCreateAIVoltageChan(taskHandle,"Dev2/ai0:7","",DAQ
mx_Val_RSE,float64(-10),float64(10),DAQmx_Val_Volts,None)) 
 CHK(nidaq.DAQmxCfgSampClkTiming(taskHandle,"", #source terminal 
of clock 
         float64(9), # 
S/s/N (samples/sec/channel = sampling rate) 
        
 DAQmx_Val_Rising,DAQmx_Val_ContSamps, 
        
 uInt64(max_num_samples))); #(samples/sec/channel)  #ContSamps     
 CHK(nidaq.DAQmxStartTask(taskHandle)) 
 
 # read DAQ Once 
# once initial value is known, I can set that value to be 
constant if the gui say it should be 
 # initial roll should be 4.6 
 CHK(nidaq.DAQmxReadAnalogF64(taskHandle,1, 
  float64(2), #-1 = max read rate 
 
 DAQmx_Val_GroupByChannel,initial_data.ctypes.data,max_num_samples
,ctypes.byref(read),None)) 
 print ' initial data ', initial_data 
  
 while True: 
  #read_DAQ() #reads in all NEW DAQ values 
  #def read_DAQ(): # used obtain DAQ values 
   #global link 
   CHK(nidaq.DAQmxReadAnalogF64(taskHandle,1, 
   float64(2), #-1 = max read rate 
  
 DAQmx_Val_GroupByChannel,pdata.ctypes.data,max_num_samples,ctypes
.byref(read),None)) 
   #return() 
   
#overwrite(init_pin) #overwrite New values with 
Initial 
   #pin 
   if pin.get() == 1: #constrain pin (base rotation) 
    pdata[0] = 4.59  
   else:  
    'pin value remains dynamic' 
   print 'returning pdata[0]', pdata[0]  
    
   #u1 
   if u1.get() == 1: #constrain pin (base rotation) 
    pdata[7] = initial_data[7] 
   else:  
    'u1 value remains dynamic' 
    
   #u2 
   if pin.get() == 1: #constrain pin (base rotation) 
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    pdata[5] = 200/scale 
    pdata[6] = 149/scale 
   else:  
    'u2 value remains dynamic' 
       
   #prismatic 
if prismatic.get() == 1: #constrain pin (base 
rotation) 
    pdata[1] = 40.0/scale 
    print 'pdata 1 ', pdata[1] 
    pdata[3] = 96/scale 
   else:  
    'pin value remains dynamic' 
    
   trans_scale = 1 #translation pot (pot #1) 
   x = 180 
   print 'pdata', pdata*scale 
   yield shaft.center(0,0,1.738) 
    
   #POT 0- BASE ROTATIONS# 
   yield 
shaft.setEuler(195+scale*pdata[0],scale*pdata[4]+225,-
scale*pdata[3]+90)    
 
   #POT 1- TRANSLATION# 
   p = yield shaft.setPosition(0,0,pdata[1]*trans_scale-
3,viz.ABS_PARENT)  
   print 'shaft position', shaft.getPosition() 
   #pot 2: grasper open/clock 
   #print pdata[2]*scale 
   if pdata[2]*scale > x:  #graspers are not touching 
    #print 'graspers NOT touching' 
    yield babcock_1.setEuler(x-
pdata[2]*scale,0,0,viz.ABS_PARENT) 
    yield babcock_2.setEuler(-
x+pdata[2]*scale,0,180,viz.ABS_PARENT) 
   else:      #graspers are 
touching 
    #print 'graspers touching' 
    yield 
babcock_1.setEuler(x/scale,0,0,viz.ABS_PARENT) 
    yield 
babcock_2.setEuler((x/scale),0,180,viz.ABS_PARENT)  
      
   #def Kinematics_2(): 
   scale = 40 
   #alter center point of rotation 
   yield shaft.setCenter(0,-1.6125,1.738) 
   print 'second center = ', shaft.getCenter() 
   #POT 5- 1st U-Joint, 2nd Rotation 
   #POT 6- 2nd U-Joing, 1st Rotation 
   yield shaft.setEuler(0,(-pdata[5]*scale)-
180,pdata[6]*scale) #reversed 
    
   #def Kinematics_3(): 
   scale = 40 
   #alter center point of rotation 
84 
 
   yield shaft.setCenter(0,-3.227,1.738) 
   yield shaft.setEuler(0,0,pdata[7]*scale+40) 
   
def onButton(obj,state): #start program once constraints are known, and 
"ready" is pressed 
 if obj == ready: #if "READY" is the object 
  if state == viz.DOWN: #if "READY" is DOWN 
   viztask.schedule(Main_Loop()) #run main loop 
  else: 
   print 'waiting for "READY" to be pressed' #else, wait 
for ready to be pressed 
viz.callback(viz.BUTTON_EVENT,onButton) 
 
 
THANKS 
FOR 
READING 
& GO 
HUSKERS! 
